
Krizus, Astrid

From: Kim, Sabrina
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:59 PM
To: Krizus, Astrid
Cc: Stickney, Matt
Subject: RE: Astrid - some PPE follow ups

Sorry. I sent everything for one final fact check from officials who just made two very small changes to the May 17
delivery (I updated in red & strikethrough below).

Officials also clarified that there are no more ventilators from Zoll on the way. So could tweak slightly and after saying
"we received ventilators from Zoll, with more on the way from other suppliers"

Thanks & very sorry again for all the changes!

From: Krizus, Astrid <Astrid.Krizus@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 9:32 PM
To: Kim, Sabrina <Sabrina.Kim@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Cc: Stickney, Matt <Matt.Stickney@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Subject: Re: Astrid - some PPE follow ups

Thanks! I'll add some of this new info to the frame we have in the remarks.

On May 18, 2020, at 9:24 PM, Kim, Sabrina <Sabrina.Kim@bmo-cpm.gc.ca> wrote:

Hey Astrid —just following up on a few things in case you'd like to include them in the PM's remarks
(Matt asked me to share w you!):

1) Officials confirmed that to date, we've had 34 PPE flights to date with GC cargo on them (if you
include the one that landed tonight)

a. It's 35 if you include the 'empty' PPE plane
2) Yesterday (May 17), we received 4044 2.5M gloves, 1.9M surgical masks on a flight & some

KN95s (but I wouldn't mention the KN95s)
3) Tonight, we expect to receive 2.5M gloves & 2.6M surgical masks on a flight
4) Tomorrow, we expect to receive 291K gowns and 1.7M surgical masks on a flight

5) On May 20, we expect to receive an additional 3M gloves and 1.5M surgical masks on a flight

And as previously discussed, over the weekend (so between Friday & now), the PHAC warehouse
received the following:

- 800k gowns
1.1m face shields

- Almost 9.9m surgical masks
200k goggles

And on the contracts with domestic gown suppliers — officials said on May 15 that we have 15 contracts

in place with domestic gown suppliers. Not sure where the 20 number came from, neither is PSPC Min°,

unless we're nnissin' something.



Thanks!
Sabrina

Sabrina Kim
Issues Advisor / Conseillere en enjeux
Office of the Prime Minister / Cabinet du premier ministre
613-795-7803
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